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You can see how cute these woolbuddies are. You're not going to believe how easy it is to make

them! Tired of searching for special toys that weren't mass-produced, former Lucasfilm animator

Jackie Huang created the beloved Woolbuddy, a collection of all-natural stuffed animals that reflect

his unique imaginative vision. He went on to capture fans at craft fairs, Comic-Con, and specialty

boutiques. Here Huang teaches readers, using just some wool and a needle, how to needle felt a

wide-eyed owl, a toothy shark, a fuzzy sheep, a towering giraffe, and more. With step-by-step

instructions and helpful how-to photographs, crafters can create clutchable keepsakes to be

instantly enjoyed and forever cherished.
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I saw this book at Chronicle books and asked for it, and supplies, for my birthday in November. I've

now done two of the characters (who became true characters as they are a bit lopsided/funky) and

I'd say it is pretty easy to pick up. However, I am giving the book 4 stars because I would have liked

to have a helpful section explaining more about using different sized needles, tips on what to do if

certain things go awry, etc. While practice makes perfect and you learn along the way, would have

appreciated a little guidance along the way.

I love little felted monsters and this book has an excellent array of ideas for creating them, as well

as some very cute non-monsters. I think the frog is particularly appealing. Worth the money, if you



are a current or wanna-be felter.

Well... I clearly am not a natural at this but after four tries, I can't seem to get anything to look even

close. Not in love with the steps given, need something more for derps like me I guess.

She loves this book and loves the characters. It could have a little more info on how to do some

things, needles, etc. But it has gotten her into felting like you wouldn't believe.

Good direction with pictures. Some of the ideas are not for me but over all I do really like this book.

Just look at the cover, so cute. I work for a non- profit and making these will help to bring in a bit of

donation much needed. Adults & kids alike want them and they make them smile. I do of course

change them up so they do not look just like the ones in the book at all, I use the book as a guide

line on how to get from point A to point B, after that it is your imagination & have fun.

I adore this book! As a beginning needle-felter, I find the projects inspiring and the instructions clear

and easy to follow. The projects advance in difficulty (introducing new techniques), so there's

something for everyone!oh, and did I mention they're all ridiculously cute? :)

I have fallen in love with all things needle felted. I'm not sure why; maybe it's the ease with which

they can be created, sitting in front of the tv in the evening.This book is a great resource if you are

just starting out in needle felting. It gives clear instructions on each individual animal. You don't

really need all that, you could make one or two and then figure it out from there, but it's nice to have

the steps and the explanation of how much wool to use and when to use it.I have NOTHING

negative to say about the book! Can't wait to get my whole woolbuddy collection made!

This book was the best gift that I gave this Christmas. My daughter immediately started creating,

following easy step by step directions. In a week's time, she had several little woolbuddies of her

own. So cute and a terrific investment. Hats off to Jackie Huang.
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